An empirically acquired signal can be analyzed in a multi-scale framework. Its multi-scale structure induces a hierarchical partitioning of the signal domain into topologically meaningful segments. A method is proposed to operationalize this using elementary results from singularity theory for certain generic solutions of the one-dimensional heat equation.
Introduction
We define the multi-scale extension u(x, s) of a real-valued signal f (x), and the associated signal g(x, s), cf. Table 1 , as
x (x, s) .
The s-parameterized families u(x, s) and g(x, s) represent information contained in the raw signal f (x) as a function of resolution (inverse "inner scale"), [1, 2] . The inner scale for resolving structure along the x-axis equals σ ∝ √ s. We write u (k) 0 for a k-th order x-derivative at (x, s)= (0, 0), assuming u We consider two partitioning methods, based on the spatial critical paths defined by u x (x, s)= 0, respectively g x (x, s)= 0.
• u • Inflection paths defined by u xx (x, s)= 0 provide separatrices in (x, s)-space, separating peaks (regions with a single maximum), dales (containing a single minimum), and void regions. They connect in a similar annihilation event.
2. g x (x, s)= 0: This captures two types of critical points.
(a) Type I: u x (x, s)= 0:
• u Under very mild conditions on a positive compactly supported signal there exists a scale S > 0 such that there is only one extremum for s > S, viz. a maximum. The relevant theorems are stated below. Proofs can be found in the literature [3] . 
Thus under the stated conditions all singular points are confined to an operationally meaningful region of (x, s)-space, and all critical paths can be tracked to the fiducial abscissa s = 0. (Note that critical paths cannot form closed loops in (x, s)-space.) Upon increasing scale, starting from an arbitrarily defined lowest scale, all regions as described previously (peaks, dales, and void) will merge into an encompassing region.
Summary
A one-dimensional, empirically acquired signal admits a coarse-to-fine hierarchical partitioning. It is most natural to use the singularity set and global morsification of the auxiliary signal g(x, s) associated with the original multi-scale signal, u(x, s), in order to obtain a coarse-to-fine partitioning of the signal, since this not only yields the part labels (viz. certain critical points uniquely attached to those parts) but also the part boundaries. This may help to establish a desired partitioning despite the presence of noise inherent in any empirically acquired signal, and depending on one's task. The hierarchies thus obtained are completely characterized by the scale catastrophe spectrum for generic scale transitions.
